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1.0

Executive Summary
The Prince & Princess of Wales Hospice

statement and consultation reports. However,

(PPWH) was established in Glasgow in

the aim for this report is not to produce new

1980 and provides care and support for

findings but to test out the validity of the

patients with life limiting conditions and their

framework and provide a set of information

families. The services run within the building

that can be replicated and used to benchmark

are the In-patient Unit (IPU), Day Services,

results gathered from the new facility. The data

Outpatient Clinic and Family Support Services.

collection phase took place over a three month

Recently the services have moved to a new

period, starting in August 2018, before the move

purpose-built facility within Bellahouston Park,

to the new facility in November 2018. This

as its previous location within Carlton Place was

phase included: interviews with 16 members

no longer suitable for the needs of the services.

of staff, questionnaires completed by 6 patients
and 25 staff and volunteers, observations,

With joint funding from the PPWH and The

recording walking distances and environmental

Engineering and Physical Sciences Research

monitoring. The questionnaires asked people

Council (EPSRC) through UKRI, a research

to rate their views on various elements within

study was set up to produce an evaluation of the

the environment on a 5 point Likert scale

new PPWH facility. This research focussed on

where there was a choice of two positive, one

the hospice environment and the way in which

neutral and two negative responses. The semi

it impacts on the wellbeing of those who use

structured interviews allowed for exploration

the building. The overall outcomes of the study

of people’s views on the environment in more

will provide lessons for the PPWH, as well as

depth.

guidelines for informing current and future
facilities on aspects of design which positively
contribute to people’s wellbeing.
The aim of this particular report is to use the
wellbeing framework to evaluate Carlton Place
in relation to its impact on the wellbeing of
people who use the services, as well as those
who work and volunteer within the building.
The evaluation of Carlton Place will echo some
of the findings within the Architect’s design
8

9

2.0

The Framework and Floor Plans
Table 1. The Framework Criteria
Choice			

Evaluating privacy, relationships, preference and sense of control

Inclusion		

Evaluating accessibility, independence and sense of purpose and belonging

Noise			

Measuring dB levels and perceptions of these

Indoor Air Quality

Measuring temperature, relative humidity, CO2 levels and perception of these

Nature			

Evaluating visual and physical access to nature

Design			

Evaluating appearance and layout
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WELLBEING IMPACT:
Reduce helplessness, provide continuality
of self, offer autonomy and dignity, increase
mood and engagement.
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Reduce adverse health implication, increase
mood.

Figure 2.0 ‘Influences on wellbeing within the hospice’ diagram
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Basement Floor Plan
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Changing rooms
Stair access to GF

Positives

Lift access to GF

1

Staff Room gave staff a private space to discuss things

2

Small garden area for staff to use

Staff room
Staff office
Meeting room
Laundry
Staff garden area
Mortuary

1

Ground Floor Plan
Key

Layout room

Issues

Staff route
Staff destination
Enclosed staff area

! 1 Broken staff shower

Open staff area

! 2 Staff room too far from IPU, poor views and dark

Relative route

! 3 Layout room was ‘back of house’ and not a nice route for families

Relative destination
Enclosed Relative area

1 Rear entrance
2 Front entrance
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Reception
Lift to IPU
Stairs to IPU
Stairs to basement
Dining room
Large lift to IPU
Cafe
Access to basement

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Counselling rooms
Art room
Hairdressers
Day lounge
Sanctuary
Complimentary therapy room
Consulting room
Large inpatient shower room
Eddie Lloyd room
Garden Patio

Key
Staff route
Staff destination
Enclosed staff area
Open staff area
Relative route
Relative destination
Enclosed Relative area

! 4 The two meeting room were often booked

Patient route

! 5 Bars on windows of office and view of wall

Enclosed Patient area

Enclosed Patient area

Open patient area

Open patient area

Figure 2.1. Basement floor plan showing typical routes taken through the building
12

23

and socialise with colleagues

Patient destination

IPU staff W/C

Rear car park

Stairs up to IPU

Patient route
Patient destination

Figure 2.2 Ground floor plan showing typical routes taken through the building
13

Issues

2
! 1
! 2
1

! 1

Front entrance: not accessible

! 2

Reception: can be congested at the desk, due to

Favourite space

1

sign in process and loud

3
! 4

! 3

Positives

Reception: welcoming, good social space and
can see everyone who’s in the building

! 7

! 5

! 3

4

Private conversation could take place in cafe,
where there was no privacy.

2

Eddie Lloyd room: good for families and

3

Art Room: provided focus away from illness

4

Counselling Rooms: area for tea/coffee within

5

Was good to have some access to outside

discreet with access close to an exit

! 6

! 4
! 5
! 8
! 9

2

! 10

! 17

5

! 6

! 16

! 15

! 11

6

Art Room: limited space for accessibility

and instilled a sense of purpose

Appearance of route to meeting rooms wasn’t
great

space

Staff w/c: located off the ward and issues with
tight corridor/doors

! 7

Butterfly Room: decor not suitable for

! 8

Large bed lift: takes patient straight up to the

demographic

! 14

! 9
! 13
! 12

Ground Floor Plan

ward - can be disorientating
Rear ramp: although accessible very long and
not same positive experience as front entrance

! 10 Large patient shower room: takes staff off ward
! 11 Isolated location of consulting room
! 12 Visibility of ambulances and undertakers
! 13 Pressing access buzzer can be difficult for those
with limited dexterity

! 14 Poor access to parking
! 15 Accessibility restrictions within garden patio
! 16 Noise transfer between rooms within day
lounge, which can impact on people who are
distressed or having upsetting conversations

! 17 Old-fashioned appearance of day lounge and
patterned carpet

Figure 2.3. Ground floor plan showing issues and positives
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First Floor Plan
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

First Floor Plan

Lift/stair access to GF

Issues

Nurse stations
IPU office
Seating area
Drug room
Large store
Duty room
Western club lounge
Family lounge
Smoke room
Shower rooms
Ensuite

! 1

Large Store: away from ward

! 2

Narrow corridors in certain areas

! 3

Small ramp between ward sections

! 4

Ward office: small and one computer

! 5

Inconsistent ward temperature and high noise
levels on ward at night

Arjo bath
Patient single bedroom
Patient bed area

Positives

Key
Staff route
Staff destination
Enclosed staff area
Open staff area
Relative route
Relative destination

1

Western club lounge: nice relaxing room, away from

2

Duty room: used for private conversation and time

3

Ward is a good place to socialise with other patients/

ward

alone

relatives

! 6

Seating area: used for handover

4

Good view from ward

! 7

Single room: has no windows

5

Smoke room: good for choice

! 8

Shower room: used for storage

6

Family room: good for large families and children

! 9

Limited space for overnight visitors within the

7

Seating area: break/social area used by staff

8

Single room: large and bright with ensuite

ward

Enclosed Relative area

! 10 Nurse station: distracting and no privacy

Patient route

! 11 Drug room: disconnected from ward

Patient destination

Favourite space

Enclosed Patient area
Open patient area

Figure 2.4. First floor plan showing typical routes taken through the building
16

Figure 2.5. First floor plan showing issues and positives
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3.0

Demographics

16

25

Staff
Interviews

Staff & Volunteer
Questionnaires
Job Role

Number of years worked

0-2 years

Travel

Drive/get
driven

3-5 years

Nurse

11

Volunteer

2

Support Staff

2

AHP

1

HCA

1

Fundraising

1

Retail

1

Unknown

6-10 years

One bus

11-15 years

Two buses

16-24 years

Train

6

06

Patient
Questionnaires

Male
17%

Gender
Female
83%

Age

Tube

Interviewees experience
•
•
•

18

59% (n9) had work involving direct care of patient or relatives
76% (n3) had work interacting with patient, relatives or visitors
24% (n4) had limited or no work involving patient, relatives or visitors but worked closely with
staff and received feedback.

16-18

0

19-39

0

Unknown
17%

40-70

80+

5

1

User
group
Patient
83%

19

4.0

Choice
The environment was successful in the

and listen to other people chatting, so it’s good

following areas:

for bringing people together.’
•

Figure 4.1. Photo of a single room within ward 2

Staff and volunteers rated the visibility of

Privacy

patients or visitors ‘good’ during the day

•

Staff commented that patients and

52% of the time and only 39% of the time

families would be more candid within

at night, they felt it was poor 5% of the time

the single rooms, as they created the ideal

during the day and 22% ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’

environment for carrying out private

during the night (See Graph 4.1 & 4.2).

conversations (see Figure 4.1): ‘I think

Within the IPU staff and volunteers felt that

you’re able to ask a bit more about sensitive

the observability of patients was ‘good’ or

stuff and patients are maybe a bit more

‘excellent’ 67% of the time (See Graph 4.3).

open…because obviously the one thing

Patients felt that the accessibility of staff was

about curtains is they are not soundproof.’

83% ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ (See Graph 4.4).

Figure 4.2. Photo of an area in
front of the nurse station within
ward 1, which would frequently
be used by staff for handovers

This could allow patients more freedom
to express themselves, and establish more

Sense of control

trusting and supportive relationships with

•

staff.

Some staff felt the sign-in process was
beneficial as they knew everyone who was
in the building. This could offer the staff

Relationships

a sense of security over who was in the

•

building.

There were opportunities within the Art
Room to run family sessions, which allows
families to spend time together and take

Figure 4.3. Photos of the open plan ward space

time away from the IPU: ‘a private session;
where family members could come together
and have a more private time, quality time
together in a non-clinical environment
and something that’s a bit more positive,
something they can do together’
•

The day services offered space for inpatients
to socialise with their peers: ‘that’s the whole
point of day services - a bit of socialisation.

Figure 4.4. Photo of large family room within the IPU
20

So even if they don’t want to chat, they can sit
21

4.0

Choice
The environment was less successful in the

heavy - the curtains are round - so common

following areas:

sense tells you and there is nowhere for them
to go, as such, that they are hearing all of

Privacy

this and I don’t think that’s a good thing for

•

The ward areas did not lend themselves to

families… you can see it in people’s faces. You

privacy and sometimes patients overheard

can see fear’

confidential conversations because staff did
Figure 4.5. Photo showing
the main corridor within the
IPU, where patients would
be taken along to access the
wards from the large lift

Figure 4.6. Photo of the nurse desk within ward 2, which
was located within the centre of the bed areas

within the family rooms, which was not

handovers or discuss notes (see Figure 4.1):

ideal as they are open to everyone to use,

‘I think in the morning is important [to have

which could interrupt discussions (see

space for private conversation], when you’re

Figure 4.4).

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Poor
5%

Good
52%

Very Poor
11%

Fair
43%

Poor
11%

Good
39%

Poor
22%

Fair
11%
Fair
39%

Graph 4.1. Staff & volunteer
rating of patient & visitor
22 visibility during the day

Excellent
22%

Graph 4.2. Staff & volunteer
rating of patient & visitor
visibility at night

Good
45%

Graph 4.3. Staff & volunteer
rating of patients being
observable on IPU

•

•

Within all of the departments there was not

at the desk and you’ve got family members

a private or secondary exit, which means

and patients in a close proximity to where

that often patients or clients would have to

we do the handover. And we need to discuss

be taken through public routes when they

every single patient.’ The questionnaire data

would rather have more privacy (see Figure

corroborates these comments with 33%

4.5).

of patients felt they ‘sometimes’ overheard

Figure 4.8. Photo of a recliner chair, that would be used for
overnight visitors to sleep on within the wards

Sometimes family meetings were held

not have a private space near the ward to do

doing the handover, because we are sitting

Figure 4.7. Photo of the café

•

•

The desk in the centre of ward two did

private information that wasn’t related to

not afford visual or auditory privacy (see

themselves (See Graph 4.5).

Figure 4.6), which could be detrimental for

If patients were in the ward for end of life

staff writing notes or having confidential

care then staff commented that they could

discussions: ‘if you’re on the computer and

see this impact on the other patients and

you’re trying to do stuff and patients are

their families (see Figure 4.3). This could

talking to you or their relatives will come

affect the atmosphere of the whole ward

in and talk to you and interrupt you. Then

and does not offer privacy or dignity to

equally if you’re trying to speak to the nurse

the patient or family. One staff member

about somebody and you just can’t do it there

commenting on lack of privacy on the

because there’s just no privacy - it’s very open

wards, ‘I feel that sometimes visitors see too

and exposed.’

much and hear too much, but again this is

•

Staff felt that space for talking with their

just my opinion. I feel that if somebody is

colleagues, away from patients’ areas was

dying, their breathing changes, it’s becomes

44% ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’ (See Graph 4.6).
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4.0

Choice

•

•
Figure 4.10. Photo of over bed lights within the ward

Figure 4.9. Photo of the basement staff room

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Good Very Poor
4%
13%

Fair
17%

Sometimes
33%

Excellent
50%

Never
50%
Good
33%

Graph 4.4. Patient rating of
accessibility of staff

Graph 4.5. Patient rating of
overhearing private information

Graph 4.7. Patient rating of space
for private conversation
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Poor
17%

Good
83%

Graph 4.8. Patient rating of space
for socialising

Fair
33%

conversation and space for socialising as

the basement staff room (see Figure 4.9).

83% ‘good’ and availability of space for all

However, the majority of staff did not eat

their visitors as 67% ‘good’ (See Graph 4.7,

in the staff room as IPU staff felt it was

4.8 & 4.9).

too disconnected from the ward and other

Often the café had to be used for meetings,

staff commented that it was not a pleasant

which offered no privacy for the discussion

environment to sit in: ‘[the] basement dining

(see Figure 4.7).

room area is not light and airy, and again

The day lounge office was visually exposed

there’s not fresh air. At least with the café: in

and often people would walk right into the

the summer the windows are open, you can

space, denying the staff a sense of privacy

see what’s happening in the outside world

and forcing them to be aware of their body

– you don’t see that in the basement dining

language when distressed.

area.’
Sense of control

•

•

Poor
31%

Graph 4.6. Staff & volunteer
rating of space for talking with
colleagues alone

private area for staff was located within

Relationships

Rarely
17%

Poor
17%

Good
83%

Fair
52%

Patients rated both space for having private

•

•

Good
67%

There was no dedicated family area, which
staff thought would have been beneficial:

latches and radiator valves, meaning that

‘There’s not a specific area for family to go

people felt they could not always control the

and be able to have some privacy, which I

environment around them. See Graphs 4.19-

think is a significant issue, having worked

4.28 for staff and volunteer and patient’s

in other hospices that do have that facility, I

perception of choice over various elements

think it makes a difference.’

within the environment.

The lack of overnight facilities meant that

•

•

Although there was a variety of lighting

the number of visitors staying was restricted

in the IPU, there were issues with the light

on the ward due to space (see Figure 4.8).

above beds shining directly into patients’

Staff felt that some of the patients felt

eyes, and bedside lamps waking up patients

isolated within the single rooms. With there

at night by being too bright (see Figure

being more opportunities within the ward

4.10).

environments to socialise and get some
Graph 4.9. Patient rating of
availability of space for all family/
friends

There were issues with broken window

•

The majority felt happy with the levels

peer-support.

of natural light with 54% of staff and

The café and dining area could be used

volunteers and 80% of patients feeling it was

by everyone within the hospice. The only

‘just right’ but 42% of staff felt it was ‘low’
25

4.0

Choice
Too low

Low

Just right

High

Too high

Too low

Low

Just right

High

Too high

High Too low
4%
13%

Low
20%

Low
29%

Just right
54%

•

Just right
80%

Graph 4.10. Staff & volunteer
rating of natural light level

Graph 4.11. Patient rating of
natural light level

High
17%

comfortable within the building, 46% of

‘low’ (See Graph 4.10 & 4.11). The majority

staff and volunteers selected ‘not at all’.

of patients felt that the level of artificial light

Whereas patients had an overwhelming

was ‘just right’ at 67% and although the

positive response with 67% rating that they

majority of staff rated the level of artificial

felt ‘very’ comfortable within the building

light as ‘just right’ (42%), 37% did feel it was

and 33% felt ‘extremely’ comfortable within

‘high’ or ‘too high’ (See Graph 4.12 & 4.13).

the building (See Graph 4.17 & 4.18).

The ward buzzers could be heard in different

•

See charts 33-38 for staff and volunteer and

areas throughout the building, to the extent

patient’s perception of choice over different

that some staff felt they could not get a

elements within the environment.

break away from being ‘on-demand’.
•

Too Too
highlow
4% 4%
Low
17%

or ‘too low’ and 20% of patients felt it was

The lack of space for time alone was
detrimental to staff wellbeing, as many felt

Too low
16%

Very
8%

they did not have a private space to go:

High
33%

‘there’s nowhere you can go that’s quiet … It
can be quite upsetting at times as well and
Just right
42%

sometimes you just like to sit…’

Just right
67%

Graph 4.12. Staff & volunteer
rating of artificial light level

•

When asked to comment on their feelings

Slightly
13%

on time alone people wrote: ‘No real space

Graph 4.13. Patient rating of
artificial light level

to rest, relax and recharge before break is

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

over’ … ‘Sometimes feels inappropriate when

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

relatives suffering loss have also no space’ and

Not at all
46%

Somewhat
33%

Graph 4.17. Staff & volunteer
rating of feeling of comfort
within the building

they felt ‘claustrophobic’ and ‘frustrated’. For
Always
17%
Often
4%

Sometimes
25%

Often
33%

those who felt they had adequate time alone
Rarely
24%

then they commented that this made them

Rarely
33%

Extremely
33%

feel ‘relaxed’ and ‘treated like a person’. 54%

Always
50%

Graph 4.14. Staff & volunteer
rating of having time alone, when
required
26

Rarely
17%

Never
21%

Never
5%

of staff and volunteers felt they had no time

Often
33%

alone, if they required it but conversely 83%

Sometimes
38%

Graph 4.15. Patient rating of
having time alone, when required

Graph 4.16. Staff & volunteer
rating of How often staff and
volunteers are able to take a break
without being on demand

Very
67%

of patients felt they had time alone ‘often’ or
‘always’, if they required (See Graph 30a &
30b).
•

Graph 4.18. Patient rating of
feeling of comfort within the
building

When asked to rate their feelings of being
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4.0

Always
Often 4%
13%

Graph 4.19. Staff &
volunteer rating of
temperature choice

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

Never
33%

Sometimes
17%

Graph 4.20. Patient
rating of temperature
choice

Always
4%
Often
17%

Graph 4.23. Staff &
volunteer rating of
natural light choice

Graph 4.25. Staff &
volunteer rating of
artificial light choice

Never
25%

Sometimes
21%

Rarely
16%

Never
17%

Always
17%

Rarely
33%

Graph 4.24. Patient
rating of natural
light choice

Rarely
21%

Often
4%
Sometimes
33%

Rarely
34%
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TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE

of the time

of the time

VENTILATION

VENTILATION

of the time

of the time

NATURAL LIGHT

NATURAL LIGHT

of the time

of the time

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

of the time

of the time

NOISE

NOISE

67%

Never
50%

58%

Never
50%

50%

Graph 4.26. Patient
rating of artificial
light choice

Sometimes
17%

Never
50%

Rarely
16%

Never
29%

Patients felt they NEVER or
RARELY had control over:

66%

66%

Always
17%

Never
21%

Often
21%

Sometimes
17%

Staff and volunteers felt they
NEVER or RARELY had control
over:

64%

Rarely
16%

Sometimes
25%

Graph 4.27. Staff &
volunteer rating of
noise choice

Sometimes
17%

Rarely
33%

Sometimes
29%

Always
12%

Never
50%

Often
17%

Graph 4.22. Patient
rating of ventilation
choice

Always
4%
Often
17%

Sometimes
33%

Rarely
17%

Rarely
33%

Graph 4.21. Staff &
volunteer rating of
ventilation choice

Choice

Graph 4.28. Patient
rating of noise
choice

Sometimes
33%
Never
50%

Rarely
17%

42%

66%

63%

67%

of the time

of the time
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5.0

Inclusion
The environment was successful in the

their own creativity. Many staff commented

following areas:

that the Art Room was one of their
favourite spaces within the building, and

Figure 5.1. Day services showing the social space, which
provides patients with an opportunity to engage with various
activities

Accessibility

mentioned a shift in mood of patients when

•

The city centre location provided easy access

participating. The atmosphere of the room

to a wide range of shops within walking

was both relaxed and focused, providing

distance were families would often use to

a safe and private space in which to work;

buy essentials for impromptu overnight

this was supported by the location of the

stays. The central location also provided

room in a quiet area of the building, with

good public transport links by bus, train and

little footfall directly outside the door and a

subway.

calming outlook over the river (see Figure

Figure 5.2. Photo showing the Art Room (photo
provided by the PPWH Artist)

5.2).
Purpose
•

Excellent
4%

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Poor
25%

•

Excellent
20%

Fair
20%

Good
38%

Fair
33%

Graph 5.1. Staff & volunteer rating of
building accessibility
30

Good
60%

Graph 5.2. Patient rating of building
accessibility

The Art Room could be used for family

Day services provided opportunities for

sessions, which staff felt gave everyone a

inpatients to socialise with their peers,

shift in focus away from illness; to build

offering patients a choice of getting off

upon relationships, create a safe and stress-

the ward to experience a more engaging

free environment and facilitate other means

and stimulating environment in terms

of communication through shared creative

of activities offered, while being able to

activities.

establish peer support networks (see Figure

Figure 5.3. Photo showing the space within the counselling areas
which could be used to bring down drinks and food from the cafe

•

•

The hospice artist would work with patients

5.1).

within the IPU and often found that if they

The art services, although providing a form

were working with one patient within the

of art creation rather than art therapy, were

ward, then others would become interested

highlighted within the report as playing

in accessing the services. There was one

an integral role in positively influencing

instance on the ward when there were 4

many different aspects of wellbeing. They

patients all working on art and supporting

offered a service where patients could

each other, providing vital peer support.

decide what type of art they wished to

Of working on the wards one staff member

create, with resident artists there to support

commented, ‘even if somebody is not able

and facilitate; providing a sense of purpose,

to take part and if they’re not overwhelmed

choice and independence and offering

with their symptoms - I think it can be quite

patients an outlet to explore and discover

stimulating for people to see other things
31

5.0

Inclusion
Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Excellent
Very Poor
Good 4%
9%
9%

Poor
17%

going on in the ward. Things must be very

was beneficial to have this presence within

monotonous up there, so even if they aren’t

the building.

able to take part themselves or they don’t

Excellent
17%

have the energy, I think it can work that they
just like the conversations that you’re having
or thinking about things. I think that can be
quite stimulating in itself ’.

Good
83%

Fair
61%

Graph 5.3. Staff & volunteer rating of
suitability of furniture for work

Graph 5.4. Patient rating of
suitability of furniture for needs

Belonging
•

Counselling rooms had an area from which
to provide drinks and serve food, which
allowed everyone to eat together in a private

Excellent
13%
Poor
40%
Good
34%

space away from the café; staff felt this

Fair
25%

encouraged people to be more candid as it
was a more safe and confidential space (see
Figure 5.3).

Excellent
75%

Fair
13%

•

The art group, which ran within family
support services, were beneficial as the art

Graph 5.5. Staff & volunteer rating of
bed adaptability for patient needs

was displayed around the building and gave

Graph 5.6. Patient rating of how
therapeutic the bed area is

those who use the services a sense of being
part of the hospice.

Excellent
Poor
4% 4%

Extremely
17%

Good
33%

•

The art produced within the hospice
could be displayed within external places,

Somewhat
33%

providing the general public with an insight
into the hospice services and helping to

Fair
59%

break down barriers, spread awareness and
Very
50%

provide an outreach for people who might
benefit from the services.

Graph 5.7. Staff & volunteer rating of
facilities for meals/drinks

Graph 5.8. Patient rating of how well
the building caters for specific need

•

The PPWH had a strong relationship with
the local community and often police
officers would stop by to use the public
facilitates. Staff commented that they felt it
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5.0

Inclusion
The environment was less successful in the

doors were automatic, people with limited

following areas:

dexterity couldn’t always reach or press the
button to alert reception to open the doors

Entrances
•

Figure 5.4. Photo showing the space at the top of the rear
entrance ramp
Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good
8%
Fair
21%

Good

•
Very Poor
29%

Poor
42%

There were small inclines throughout the
building, due to the nature of the existing

getting to the rear entrance by car, due to

building but these often caused trips – even

the one-way roads. Staff mentioned that this

for able bodied people.
•

Contradictory to comments made about

was the first visit and people might already

the accessibility, the questionnaire results

be apprehensive.

showed that 33% of staff and volunteers felt

When people were using the rear entrance,

that the accessibility of the building was

the reception could be difficult to locate

‘fair’ and a further 42% felt it was ‘good’ or

due to inadequate signage and the fact that

‘excellent’. Patients shared these feelings,

the most obvious route is through an open

as they rated building accessibility as 80%

corridor with no doors, which led round

‘good’ or ‘excellent’ (See Graph 5.1 & 5.2).

to day services (see Figure 5.4). There was
Figure 5.5. Photo showing the rear entrance ramp

•

accessible, and often people had difficulty

could be a cause of stress, especially as this

Excellent

Graph 5.9. Staff & volunteer rating of
parking facilities

The front entrance was not obvious or

(see Figure 5.8).

•

Some issues with parking were: the lack of

normally two people on reception and one

spaces, small accessible spaces, poor lighting

would go round to greet people at the top

at night, bad road surfaces and locked gates.

of the rear entrance ramp; however this

In addition, using the metered parking

was difficult when only one person was on

was especially stressful and disruptive (see

reception, where reaching the top of the

Figure 5.9). 71% of staff and volunteers felt

ramp could cause some disorientation and

the parking facilities were ‘poor’ or ‘very

could result in not everyone having the

poor’ (See Graph 5.9).

same experience of being greeted right away
(see Figure 5.5).

Adaptability
•

Figure 5.6. Photo of narrow
corridors
34

Figure 5.7. Photo of heavy doors

The IPU beds would often have to be

Accessibility

reorganised, which took staff away from

•

The internal doors were heavy and corridors

providing patient care and did not afford

were narrow (see Figure 5.6 & 5.7).

dignity to those who were bedbound and

The entrance buzzer to the rear was not

had to be moved about the corridors: ‘It’s

accessible to everyone. Even though the

fairly restrictive for the patient’s needs, having

•
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5.0

Inclusion
the flexibility to use the spaces, depending

manoeuvring wheelchairs around and

on whether the patients sick or well, or for

restricted which part of the room patients

observation or requiring privacy, but that’s

could access (see Figure 5.12).

moving patients - not adapting spaces.’
•

•

Some of the drawers were not labelled

Contradictory to some of the comments

within the Art Room and some were located

made about the adaptability of the space

high up, meaning that people couldn’t

the questionnaire results showed that

readily access supplies themselves.

47% of staff and volunteers rated the bed

Figure 5.8. Photo of rear entrance
door and buzzer system

Figure 5.9. Photos of rear parking

9

patients rated how therapeutic they felt

•

There was not a specific space for ward

the bed area was as 75% ‘excellent’ (See

visitors to leave their belongings and this

Graph 5.5 & 5.6). In terms of the building

could often create trip hazards.
•

There was a young people’s art group that

they viewed this in a positive light with 50%

ran within The Butterfly Room, which was

feeling it did this ‘very’ well and 17% feeling

not ideal as the décor, and even the name

it was ‘excellent’ (See Graph 5.8).

of the room, can be off-putting to young

There was not a lot of space for storing large

people, which can be a barrier to making

equipment on the ward, so this equipment

people feel at ease and able to open up (see

would have to be taken back and forward to

Figure 5.13): ‘what we want for young people

the storage cupboard when it was needed.

is to have ownership of a space so as they feel

Furthermore, it was not immediately

like they belong and that they are valued’

accessible for patients to use independently.

9

Key

•

There were no dedicated staff showering
facilities, as the current shower was broken.

Patient route
Patient destination
Patient bedroom
Patient bed area

Independence

This has deterred some staff from cycling to

•

The ward bathrooms were small, which

work, as the only other shower facility was

did not always offer adequate support

shared with families and was not guaranteed

for patients with additional needs and

to be available before the start of their shift.

took away independence for those who

Staff had expressed a desire to run multiple

would ordinarily be able to do things for

activities at once within the day services

themselves (see Figure 5.11).

lounge; however due to the open-plan

The circulation within the Art Room

layout that was not possible (see Figure 5.1).

Shower Room
10 Arjobath
9

Figure 5.10. Diagram of all patient bathrooms within the
IPU
36

Purpose and Belonging

catering for the specific needs of patients,

•

9

adaptability as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ and

•

was limited, which could be difficult for
37

5.0

Inclusion

Figure 5.11. Photo of ward bathrooms

38

Figure 5.12. Photo showing the limited circulation space within the Art
Room (photo provided by the PPWH Artist)

Figure 5.13. Photo of the Butterfly Lounge within the counselling area
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6.0

Noise
Day Average:

51dBa

6% over disturb rest (24 hour period)

Night Average:

46dBa

60% over ideal sleeping (10pm-8am)

Highest Average: 55 @ 12pm-13pm

The environment was successful in the

The environment was less successful in the

following areas:

following areas:

Noise

Noise

•

•

The single rooms were more effective that

Between 10am and 8pm, the ward noise

the ward areas at keeping an average noise

levels reached beyond ideal sleeping

60

level below the ideal sleeping condition

conditions 60% of the time; the frequency

55

range of 55dBa, making them less disruptive

for single rooms was 34%, meaning it was at

for sleep (see Figure 6.1).

the range that causes sleep to be disturbed,

In terms of the level of noise, 83% of

which could significantly impact on

patients felt that the noise level was ‘just

patients’ rest (see Figure 6.1).

•
40

right’ and 48% of staff felt the same (See
•

Figure 6.1. Graph showing noise measurements within the ward over a 24hr period

•

The reception was where the main

Graph 6.1 & 6.2).

switchboard was located. This could often

Patients felt that 83% and staff and

be a noisy environment, which could make

volunteers felt that 71% of the time they

it difficult for staff to hear people on the

were ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ bothered by noise.

phone.

Although 8% of staff and volunteers felt

•

The noise levels in the day lounge could

that they were ‘often’ bothered by noise

make it difficult for people to keep track of

Day Average:

50dBa

4% over disturb rest (24 hour period)

(See Graph 6.3 & 6.4), which could impact

Night Average:

45dBa

conversations. There was also a lot of noise

34% over ideal sleeping (10pm-8am)

on stress levels. It was positive that 67% of

transfer between the main lounge and the

patients felt they ‘never’ had a hard time

side rooms, which staff indicated could

hearing or understanding comments due to

impact on relaxation activities. However, in

the noise levels (See Graph 6.6).

general, the measured dB levels didn’t reach

Highest Average: 54 @ 11am-12pm

extreme levels (see Figure 6.2).

60
55

•

Staff and volunteers felt that 45% of the
time that noise negatively impacted on their
work, with 8% feeling it was ‘often’ (See

40

Graph 6.5).
•

There was noise transfer between rooms
within the day lounge which was a
particular issue when someone was

Figure 6.2. Graph showing noise measurements within the single room over a 24hr period
40

distressed.
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6.0

Noise

High
19%

Too high
5%

Too low

Low

Just right

High

Too high

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

Too low

Low

Just right

High

Too high

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

Low
17%

Low
28%

Just right
48%

Graph 6.1. Staff & volunteer
rating of noise level

Often
8%

Never
17%

Sometimes
17%

Sometimes
21%

Never
50%

Just right
83%

Graph 6.2. Patient rating of
noise level

Rarely
33%

Rarely
54%

Graph 6.3. Staff & volunteer rating
of being bothered by noise

Often
5%

Sometimes
45%

Never
14%

Rarely
33%

Rarely
36%

Graph 6.5. Staff & volunteer rating
of noise negatively impacts work
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Graph 6.4. Patient rating of being
bothered by noise

Never
67%

Graph 6.6. Patient rating of hard
time hearing or understanding
comments due to noise
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7.0

Indoor Air Quality
70
50
40

Single Room (ensuite)
Ward
Single Room (small)
Single Room (no window)

The environment was successful in the

The environment was less successful in the

following areas:

following areas:

IAQ

IAQ

•

•

Measured levels of relative humidity and

Due to it being a renovation of a pre-

CO2 fell within the standard range of

existing building, with the lack of ‘climate

acceptable levels for most areas, see Figures

control’ of newer healthcare facilities, the

23 and 24 for a sample of results.

temperature was often difficult to control;
consequently, most areas could be too hot in

Figure 7.1. Graph showing relative humidity levels measured in the IPU over a 24hr period

summer and too cold in winter.
•

When rating the temperature, 18% of staff
and volunteers selected that the temperature
was both ‘high’ and ‘low’, with only 39%

70
50
40

feeling that it was ‘just right’ and the
majority of 30% feeling it was ‘high’ or ‘too

Reception
Outpatients
Day Services

high’. Patients felt more comfortable with
the temperature with 67% feeling it was ‘just
right’ (See Graph 7.1 & 7.2). These results
were consistent with staff comments on the
building and measurements throughout

Figure 7.2. Graph showing relative humidity levels measured in patients spaces within the building over a 24hr period

the building showing the inconsistent of
temperature. Measurements indicate some
areas, the ward in particular, could have
rapid changes in temperature throughout

70
50
40

the day, resulting in great discomfort for

Staff Room
Training Room
Library

people (see Figures 7.7 & 7.8).
•

Within the IPU there was a single room
with an internal window facing into the
ward that was shown to average around 26o,
both during the day and at night (see Figure
7.4). Staff often commented that patients

Figure 7.3. Graph showing relative humidity levels measured in staff spaces within the building over a 24hr period
44

would choose to leave their doors open in
45

7.0

Indoor Air Quality
many of the single rooms but particularly in
this one.

1000

•

Most of the staff commented that the air
quality felt ‘stuffy’, which wasn’t related
to the temperature as they mentioned it

Single Room (small)
Single Room (no window)
Ward
Single Room (ensuite)

400

could feel this way even when it was cold.
Some staff also mentioned that smells could
linger within the ward, indicating a poor
air exchange rate. However, CO2 levels

Figure 7.4 Graph showing CO2 levels measured within the IPU over a 24hr period

didn’t indicate any issues (see Figures 7.1
& 7.2). 56% of staff and volunteers felt the
ventilation was ‘low’ or ‘too low’ but 83%
of patients felt that it was ‘just right’ (See
Graph 7.3 & 7.4).

1000

•

Measured levels of CO2 were shown to
reach over the healthy upward limit of 1000
6% of the 24hr period within the library and

Reception
Outpatients
Day Services

400

Figure 7.5. Graph showing CO2 levels measured in patients spaces within the building over a 24hr period

10% within the Staff Room, see Figures 7.6.
This indicated a poor ventilation rate for the
number of people or type of activity within
the rooms and as they are situated below
ground level than this could also reduce the

Library was 6% over healthy range

amount of air circulating. Reaching beyond

Staff Room was 10% over healthy range

1000ppm could lead to drowsiness and
reduced concentration.

1000

400

Staff Room
Training Room
Library

Figure 7.6. Graph showing CO2 levels measured in staff spaces within the building over a 24hr period
46
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7.0

Indoor Air Quality
30

22

Single Room (no window)
Single Room (ensuite)
Single Room (small)
Ward

16

Figure 7.7. Graph showing temperature measurements within the IPU over a 24hr period

both
18%

Too low

Low

Just right

High

Too high

Too low

Low

Just right

High

Too high

Low
13%

Too high
17%

Too high
4%

High
26%

30

22

Reception
Day Services
Outpatients

High
16%
Just right
39%

Graph 7.1. Staff & volunteer
rating of temperature level

Just right
67%

Graph 7.2. Patient rating of
temperature level

16

Too low
17%

Too low
17%

Figure 7.8. Graph showing temperature measurements in patients spaces within the building over a 24hr period

Low
39%

30

22

Just right
44%

Library

Graph 7.3. Staff & volunteer
rating of ventilation level

Just right
83%

Graph 7.4. Patient rating of
ventilation level

Staff Room
Training Room
16

Figure 7.9. Graph showing temperature measurements in staff spaces within the building over a 24hr period
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8.0

Nature
The environment was successful in the

patio area, which staff mentioned was used

following areas:

frequently in summer (see Figure 8.3).
•

Some staff mentioned an outside area that

Nature

was accessed from the basement (see Figure

•

Staff felt the outlook from the counselling

8.4), where they would sit alone or with

rooms was good and would often be a

colleagues during their breaks: ‘we would

source of inspiration for producing art

put some benches out there and staff would

work, especially at night, where the bridge

maybe sit out there, maybe take their packed

and city would be illuminated by lights (see

lunch out there and sit out there or in really

Figure 8.1).

good weather and there was no day patients I

Many staff remarked upon the view of

would maybe sit out in the garden space with

the river (see Figure 8.2), mentioning it

a packed lunch… but I don’t think everybody

being relaxing for patients and that being

knew about that space’.

Figure 8.1. Photo of the view of the river

•

able to watch the busy city life was a

Figure 8.2. Photos of the view of the river from the IPU

•

•

Some of the staff mentioned that they like to

good distraction: ‘The hustle and bustle of

get out the building at lunch time and they

everyday and no two days are ever the same

had the opportunity to do so (see Figure

and it’s just amazing watching the wildlife;

8.5): ‘I quite like to go into town and things

like the swans and the ducks and the gulls

on my lunch or go out for a walk just around

on the water. And watching everybody going

the block or whatever to get some fresh air

back and forth across the bridge and all the

and I sometimes think if you sit in the dining

cars going past. Then at Christmas time when

room you can get completely caught and

Buchannan Street is all lit up with all the

then it takes away your opportunity to go

lights and things… It’s brilliant for the patient

out and get fresh air so that’s why I go down

because if they’ve got their bed at the window

to the staff room. I can just eat quickly, take

they can see out and they just love that.’

whatever it is back up and then I can get out.’

59% of staff and volunteers felt they had
‘good’ or ‘excellent’ access to a window with
a view (See Graph 8.1). Inpatients felt that
75% of the time they had a ‘good’ view of
nature from their bed and ‘25%’ felt it was

Figure 8.3. Photo of the garden patio
50

Figure 8.4. Photo of the garden area that staff could
access from the basement

‘excellent’ (See Graph 8.3).
•

It was good having access to an outside
51

8.0

Nature
The environment was less successful in the

know they can’t go outside and they just kind

following areas:

of are accepting of that but if somebody really
likes the outdoors and things like that and

Nature

would like to be outside we would try and

•

The basement offices had a view of a brick

get them closer to the window… and they all

wall and were quite dark spaces (see Figure

find the water quite comforting’… ‘People just

8.6).

want fresh air, and especially if they’ve come

Blinds often had to be drawn in a lot of

from a hospital where they’re in air vacuumed

rooms to afford privacy, therefore not a

rooms. They often talk about wanting some

lot of natural light got into these areas (see

fresh air and just not been well enough to get

Figure 8.6).

out. I think being able to do that for people

Access to a window within the ward could

who are very frail and even near end of life,

be restricted depending on bed location

it’s fantastic.’

•
Figure 8.5. Photo of the areas outside of the hospice, on the other
side of the river

•

(see Figure 8.9), with 50% of patients feeling
Figure 8.6. Photo of the view from a basement
office

•

‘poor’ or ‘very poor’ access to outside but

view (See Graph 8.2).

patients felt that 67% of the time they had

There were many barriers to accessing

‘good’ or ‘excellent’ access to outside (See

outside space which included: the patio

Graph 8.4 & 8.5).
•

Smoking within the garden patio was

get through doors but no further; and the

allowed and, as it was fairly close to the

uneven paving stones surface which is

building, the smell often got into the rooms

difficult to walk on, especially with reduced

within day services.

mobility (see Figure 8.1).
•

71% of staff and volunteers felt they had

they had ‘poor’ access to a window with a

being too narrow, so wheelchair users can
Figure 8.7. Photo of one of treatment room within day services
with the blinds closed for privacy

•

•

Staff tended not to use the outside patio area

Patients within the IPU had limited access

as they felt it was more for patients: ‘I like

to outside and some staff indicated that this

the idea of having an outside space but I don’t

could cause disorientation and an inability

feel it’s my space to use, out there.’

to situate themselves within the building.
This was especially true if they had been
brought in by ambulance and up through
the building in a bed without ever repeating
the journey: ‘we get patients quite a lot that
Figure 8.9. Diagram depicting access to views from area bed space
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say they would like to go outside but they
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8.0

Nature

Excellent
21%

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Poor
8%

Excellent
25%

Excellent
33%
Fair
33%

Poor
50%

Good
38%

Good
75%

Good
17%

Graph 8.1. Staff & volunteer
rating of access to a window with
a view

Excellent
Good 8%
4%

Graph 8.2. Patient rating of access
to a window with a view

Very Poor
21%

Excellent
17%

Fair
17%

Poor
16%

Fair
17%

Poor
50%

Graph 8.4. Staff & volunteer
rating of access to an outside area
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Graph 8.3. Patient rating of
access to a view of nature from
bed

Good
50%

Figure 8.10. Photo of paving and access issue to the garden patio

Graph 8.5. Patient rating of access
to an outside area
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9.0

Design
The environment was successful in the

it provided a relaxing space for families and

following areas:

patients out with the IPU, as well as a good
space for privacy (see Figure 9.3).

Appearance
•

Figure 9.1 Photo of seating areas within reception

Figure 9.2. Photo of ‘green’
counselling room

•

o Staff felt that overall, the interior

Layout

design made the hospice feel homely and

•

welcoming, with its; neutral colour palette,

contact for everyone entering the building

domestic style décor and room scale (see

making it a central ‘hub’ for activities with

Figure 9.13-9.16 for mood boards of the

something different always going on. Staff

different areas). 84% of the patient felt

felt this created a distraction for people who

the environment was ‘very’ or ‘extremely’

were maybe waiting on an appointment

homely (see Graph 9.1)

and allowed them to feel connected with

The reception was highlighted as one of

everyday life (see Figure 9.1).

the main contributors to this feeling due

•
Figure 9.3. Photo of Western Club Lounge, one of the two family
rooms within the IPU
Not at all

Slightly

Somewhat

Very

•

Extremely

Somewhat
16%

Very
17%

Slightly
16%

•
Very
67%

Graph 9.1. Patient feeling of being
‘at home’ within the building
56

Somewhat
67%

Graph 9.2. Patient rating of how
clinical the building looks

•

All the staff felt that the building was

to the presence of someone to greet people

fairly contained and people could be

upon entering, as well as the domestic style

easily located. A Fitbit study conducted to

furniture (see Figure 9.1): ‘[it] feels like a big

track the walking distances of staff within

home with lots of family’

the Inpatient unit revealed that average

Someone said about reception: ‘It also

distances were 4-5miles during a 12-hour

lets people see, people who are visiting the

shift, which fall within standards. No-one

hospice, how busy hospices are and what it’s

mentioned walking distances as a concern,

about, it’s full of life and noise and laughter’

as they felt everything was fairly close by

The modern décor within the counselling

(see Figure 9.5 & 9.6).

rooms was seen as conducive to establishing
Extremely
17%

The reception was the first point of

•

67% of patients felt that the overall building

a relaxing environment and therefore

layout was ‘fair’, with only 29% feeling it was

helping to facilitate the emotional support

‘poor’. Staff and volunteers had a slightly

provided for people within these rooms (see

more positive response with 50% feeling it

Figure 9.2).

was ‘fair’ and 50% feeling it was ‘good’ (see

Many staff commented that the Western

Graph 9.3 & 9.4). Staff and volunteers who

Club Lounge was their favourite space

used the IPU 53% felt that the IPU layout

within the building, which was due to its

was ‘good’ or ‘excellent’, although 41% felt

modern appearance; moreover, they thought

that the layout was ‘poor’ (see Graph 9.6).
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9.0

Design
Total: 9631steps
5miles

Figure 9.7. Photo showing the rear entrance with visibility
of ambulances

Figure 9.8. Photo of the day lounge

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Good
4%

Figure 9.5. Graph showing the walking distances on the IPU during a 12-hour day shift
Good
50%

Poor
29%

Fair
50%
Fair
67%

Total: 6098steps
3.16miles
Figure 9.9. Photos of the carpet
within the day lounge

Graph 9.3. Patient rating of building
layout

Graph 9.4. Staff & volunteer rating of
building layout

Excellent
6%

Good
9%
Poor
35%

Fair
56%

19:00:00

20:00:00

21:00:00

22:00:00

23:00:00

24:00:00

01:00:00

02:00:00

03:00:00

04:00:00

Figure 9.6. Graph showing the walking distances on the IPU during a 12-hour night shift
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05:00:00

06:00:00 07:00:00

Graph 9.5. Staff & volunteer
rating of design & layout for
facilitating a productive working
environment

Poor
41%
Good
47%
Fair
6%

Graph 9.6. Staff & volunteer
rating of IPU layout
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9.0

Design
The environment was less successful in the
following areas:

Figure 9.10. Photos of the training room

Figure 9.11. Photos of the library meeting room

Very Poor

Figure 9.12. Photo of office
within ward 1, located behind
the nurse’s station.
Poor

Fair

Good

Good Very Poor
4%
13%
Poor
33%

Fair
50%
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Graph 9.7. Staff & volunteer
rating of suitability of storage

Excellent

Appearance
• Although viewed as homely, patient
respondents felt the environment was
17% ‘very’ and 67% ‘somewhat’ clinical
(see Graph 9.2). However, the majority of
patients who completed the questionnaire
were in the IPU, which was one of the more
clinical areas within the building.
• Staff felt the visibility of undertakers and
ambulances parked directly beside the rear
entrance didn’t feel very welcoming for
patients and visitors (see Figure 9.7).
• Some staff felt that the old-fashioned
appearance of day services could be offputting to potential patients, making them
feel that the services weren’t suitable for
them and thus causing them to miss out on
vital peer support (see Figure 9.8 & 9.14).
• The patterned carpet was brought up as a
potential issue for those with brain tumours
or dementia, as they could find it difficult to
walk on (see Figure 9.9).
Layout
• 35% of staff and volunteers felt that the
environment was ‘poor’ at facilitating a
productive working environment and
another 56% had neutral response, that it
was ‘fair’ (See Graph 9.5).
• Someone felt the layout didn’t suit the
services and couldn’t be adapted any
further:, ‘Carlton Place is an old building
which we have occupied for over 30 years,
during that time [we] have adapted and

•

•

•

•

modified. Space is constrained and layouts
not ideal’
The location of the consulting room could
feel isolating for the staff, potentially leaving
them feeling vulnerable and unsafe in that
space.
There was a lack of meeting rooms, with the
only two being the training room and the
library, with staff often finding it difficult to
get a booking. The route to reach them was
not practical or visually effective for external
visitors, as it was through the public café
and then into a dark and narrow corridor to
the basement (see Figure 9.10 & 9.11).
Access to the computer within inpatient
unit could be difficult as it was not always
available and this was further impeded by
the tight office space, meaning only one
person could be in there at the one time (see
Figure 9.12). Someone commented, ‘if you
need to get on [a computer] now, to access
patient records, and then you can’t get on
it, and you have to wait, and that obviously
interferes with providing care as well’.
The majority of staff and volunteers viewed
the suitability of storage as positive, with
only 37% feeling it was ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’
(See Graph 9.6).
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9.0

Design

Figure 9.13. Mood board for IPU

Figure 9.14. Mood board for day lounge
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Figure 9.15 Mood board for outpatient room

Figure 9.16 Mood board for family support services
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10.0

Conclusion

S

Strengths

Views of nature within the IPU
Good public transport links
Good accessibility and visibility of
staff
IPU is a safe and secure environment
Strong building identity and
established ‘homely’ atmosphere

O

Opportunities

Use of the day lounge out of hours
for other services
Good community integration and
outreach

W

Lack of access to an outdoor area
Poor parking facilities
Lack of rooms for private
conversation
Poor temperature control and
regulation
Visibility of some medical equipment
Route to access some services aren’t
visually attractive

T

Threats

Staff dissatisfaction with visual
exposure of office room/desks
No potential for expansion
Cannot significantly alter existing
fabric of listed building
Space is not adaptable for more
complex needs
Ongoing maintenance costs of an
older building

Figure 61. A SWOT analysis of Carlton Place which gives a general overview of the building
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Weaknesses

The methodology used to evaluate the

some of the staff areas were visually exposed

building utilised both objective and

– leading to having to take into consideration

subjective information and provided a

body language while in that space. Patients had

holistic evaluation of the Prince and Princess

some control over lighting within the ward

of Wales Hospice (PPWH) environments’

but none of the lighting brightness seemed

impact on wellbeing. While many of those

ideal. Although people had an element of

interviewed commented that they felt it was the

control over heating and ventilation, some

people rather than the building that impacted

of the temperature controls were broken and

upon wellbeing, the data collected supports the

even once activated could take a considerable

theory that the environment has a role to play.

amount of time for the temperature to change.

The six categories of the framework identified

Many felt that they didn’t have any space to have

areas in which to explore how different aspects

time alone, if required.

of the environment can impact on wellbeing.
In terms of inclusion, the
In terms of choice, the single

majority of design issues seemed

rooms were beneficial;

to be down to the accessibility

offering patients and their

and poor adaptability of the

families’ choice, providing

building, as well as an overall shortage of

privacy and dignity during treatment and

spaces. This was detrimental to independence

providing a space for establishing strong and

when moving around the building or when

trusting relationships with staff. There was no

using areas which were not adaptable to specific

privacy within the wards, which could lead

needs. The city centre location was positive for

to confidential information being overheard

public transport links but conversely caused

and deny privacy or dignity for patients and

many issues with parking, which was mentioned

their families. Meetings within the IPU were

frequently as negatively impacting many aspects

normally held within the family rooms and not

of wellbeing. The art services were an integral

dedicated private areas, meaning it might not

part of positively impacting wellbeing across the

feel like a safe space to share as there could be

services in a multitude of ways due to offering

interruptions. All the routes out of the building

people a sense of purpose, distraction and

were fairly public, which did not always

focus. The décor of The Butterfly room within

afford people dignity or privacy when upset

the counselling areas could reduce the sense of

or wanting a private exit. Within the services

inclusion for some that used it. The open plan
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10.0

Conclusion
design of the day services lounge meant that

over levels of relative humidity or CO2 but

establishing relaxing atmospheres and offering

who received care within the facility, or their

there were restrictions on the type of activities

people’s perceptions of the air quality suggests

distraction. However, the appearance of the

relatives. Due to the researcher’s experience and

that could be offered.

there was a poor ventilation rate throughout the

rear entrance and visibility of ambulances and

time limitations, NHS ethical approval could

building.

undertakers did not offer a welcoming entrance.

not be obtained, and meant that interviews

The old-fashioned appearance in some areas

could not be conducted with those who use

In terms of noise, decibel
levels (dB) within the IPU

In terms of nature, a major

was viewed by staff as feeling like a barrier for

the services. An attempt to mitigate this was

could frequently exceed the

restriction of the building was

patients accessing the services. The wallpaper

made by asking staff their opinions, or feedback

level deemed ‘disturbed rest’

lack of access to outside space.

and carpet pattern was an issue for those with

received from those who used the services

Access to nature through views

cognitive disorders or impairments. In terms of

about their experience of the environment. In

throughout the night, this was particularly
evident within the ward. The noise in reception

within the ward could be achieved but this

the layout, staff felt that most of the rooms were

addition, an anonymous questionnaire was

could sometimes cause issues in terms of staff

depended on the location of the bed space

easy to access and close together, which made

issued to gather information from those who

being able to hear people on the phone; as this

within the ward. Appreciation of both river and

people easy to find within the building. The

used the services. Another limitation was the

was the location of the switchboard it was vital

city views were useful in facilitating a calming

location of the consulting room felt isolated,

small number of respondents to complete the

they were able to listen and pass on information

atmosphere and providing a meditative outlook

which had the potential to cause an issue with

patient and relative questionnaires; all of whom

to the right place. Although measurements of

which could establish ‘effortless attention’. In

feeling vulnerable in that space. Within the

were patients and the majority within the IPU.

dB levels did not indicate anything out with the

general, there was a good level of natural light

IPU there were issues with the accessibility of

norm, the perception of the levels within day

throughout the building but issues within

computers, either for patient care or typing up

services was that it could be difficult to hear due

the ward related to which bed space patients

notes.

to the amount of other conversations going on.

had and if there were barriers in front of the

There was a lot of sound transfer between the

window.

The information gathered within this report can

main lounge and the side rooms, therefore, not

be used as a benchmark for the evaluation of

affording a space for private conversation or a

In terms of design, the general

the new building at Bellahouston. In addition,

quiet area for discussions.

impression of the PPWH at

the information can help inform the design

Carlton Place was that it felt

of future hospice environments to positively

welcoming, homely and non-

contribute to wellbeing and therefore establish

In terms of Indoor air quality,
temperature control was a

clinical. The design of the space facilitated

environments which will facilitate the high

problem across the majority

wellbeing, both by the reception desk being

quality of care given throughout the palliative

of the services, as well as

located directly at the front entrance allowing

care journey.

issues with rapid fluctuation in temperatures

visitors to be greeted straight away and by the

throughout the course of the day, particularly

use of domestic-style furniture throughout

Limitations

within the ward. In general, excluding the

giving a homely impression. The modern décor

One limitation of the study was that there

basement rooms, there were no major concerns

of the in certain areas was seen as conducive to

were no direct interviews with those
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‘the aim at all times is to enhance the quality of life… the building itself
part of the therapy’
Dr Anne Gilmore, founder of the PPWH

EVALUATING:
Privacy, relationships, preference and sense of
control.
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INFLUENCES ON
WELLBEING

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

EVALUATING:
Temperature, relative humidity
and CO2 levels.
WELLBEING IMPACT:
Reduce adverse health implication, increase
mood.
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WELLBEING IMPACT:
Reduce helplessness, provide continuality
of self, offer autonomy and dignity, increase
mood and engagement.

